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Current StatusCurrent Status
Why do we need this? Why do we need this? 

Reason: polls at New Orleans meeting showed Reason: polls at New Orleans meeting showed 
current HDLC baseline will generate lots of NO current HDLC baseline will generate lots of NO 
(TR) votes(TR) votes

HDLC variable overhead the killerHDLC variable overhead the killer

But, discussion served to elicit group’s But, discussion served to elicit group’s 
requirements for encapsulation for requirements for encapsulation for 
encapsulationencapsulation

This proposal satisfies these requirementsThis proposal satisfies these requirements
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RequirementsRequirements
Low, dataLow, data--independent overhead (~<3%)independent overhead (~<3%)
Handle Handle ethernetethernet--sized frames: ~1500 octetssized frames: ~1500 octets
Compatible with Compatible with α/βα/β--interface: see October 2002 ITUinterface: see October 2002 ITU--T T 
LiaisonLiaison
Minimal Minimal interframeinterframe gap: ‘allow frames to be transmitted gap: ‘allow frames to be transmitted 
with a minimal gap between frames (IPG and preamble with a minimal gap between frames (IPG and preamble 
reconstructed at receiver)reconstructed at receiver)
MTTFPA of ~10MTTFPA of ~1099 to 10to 101010 years: given specified BER and years: given specified BER and 
error distribution at the DSL error distribution at the DSL error distribution at the DSL error distribution at the DSL 
α/βα/β--interfaceinterface
Quick recovery from errors: recovery from loss of sync Quick recovery from errors: recovery from loss of sync 
lock should be quick, in order to minimize the number of lock should be quick, in order to minimize the number of 
lost frameslost frames
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Proposal HighlightsProposal Highlights
FixedFixed--length length codewordscodewords, similar to 64b/66b, similar to 64b/66b

Satisfies “quick recovery from errors”Satisfies “quick recovery from errors”

Length = 65 Length = 65 bytesbytes
Compatible with DSL Compatible with DSL α/βα/β--interfaceinterface

Additional CRC added for each frameAdditional CRC added for each frame
Robustness compatible with error characteristics in DSLRobustness compatible with error characteristics in DSL

Small Small interframeinterframe gapgap
1 byte minimum1 byte minimum
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BenefitsBenefits
Low, fixed overheadLow, fixed overhead

1.125% + 2 bytes per Ethernet frame + CRC1.125% + 2 bytes per Ethernet frame + CRC

Compares to 0Compares to 0--100% + 3 bytes + CRC for current  HDLC PTM100% + 3 bytes + CRC for current  HDLC PTM--TCTC

Same range even with scrambler (intentional “malicious” highSame range even with scrambler (intentional “malicious” high--overhead overhead 
frames may still be generated)frames may still be generated)

Synchronization survives a corrupted sync byteSynchronization survives a corrupted sync byte
In HDLC, single byte error can cause loss of sync;In HDLC, single byte error can cause loss of sync;

In In G.gfpG.gfp, single corrupted header triggers complex sync hunt process, single corrupted header triggers complex sync hunt process

Minimal, dataMinimal, data--independent independent interpacketinterpacket gap (1 byte)gap (1 byte)
No need for “slop” to allow for variable encapsulation overheadNo need for “slop” to allow for variable encapsulation overhead
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Codeword FormatsCodeword Formats
Overhead of 1.125% Overhead of 1.125% -- half that of 64b/66b half that of 64b/66b 

CCii, , , , ii=0 to 64, code values in control =0 to 64, code values in control 
codewordscodewords

ZZZZZZ→→ZZZZZZZZZZCC6464F0F01616ZZZZZZZZ------ZZZZZZZZall idleall idle

ZZ→→ZZDDkk--11→→DD33DD22DD11DD00CCkkF0F01616kk DD’’s, s, kk=0 to 63=0 to 63end of frameend of frame

DD6363DD6262DD6161→→DD55DD44DD33DD22DD11DD000F0F1616DDDDDDDD------DDDDDDDDall dataall data

Byte Fields 1Byte Fields 1--6464
SyncSync
ByteByte

FrameFrame
DataDataTypeType
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Encoding Start of FrameEncoding Start of Frame
How? How? 

A frame may arrive from MAC at MII while an End of  A frame may arrive from MAC at MII while an End of  
Frame codeword is being transmitted Frame codeword is being transmitted 

At 100 Mbps, MII rate much faster than line rate At 100 Mbps, MII rate much faster than line rate 

Need ability to insert SOF into codeword once its Need ability to insert SOF into codeword once its 
transmission has started transmission has started 

Otherwise, must wait for completion of codeword Otherwise, must wait for completion of codeword 
transmission, and beginning of new codeword, transmission, and beginning of new codeword, 

May needlessly delay transmission of new frame; decreases May needlessly delay transmission of new frame; decreases 
encapsulation efficiencyencapsulation efficiency
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Encoding Start of Frame (cont’d)Encoding Start of Frame (cont’d)
Here’s how:Here’s how:

Designate Designate SS byte value as Start of Frame Markerbyte value as Start of Frame Marker
SS just needs to be distinct from just needs to be distinct from ZZ

Remember, Remember, ZZ is not MAC data, it’s just idle codewordis not MAC data, it’s just idle codeword--fill  fill  
transmitted when no MAC data is availabletransmitted when no MAC data is available

DDjj--11→→DD00SS→→ZZDDkk--11→→DD00CCkkF0F01616

11stst frame: frame: 
kk DD’’s, s, kk=0 to 62=0 to 62
22ndnd frame: frame: 
j j DD’’s, s, jj=0 to 62=0 to 62--kk

end of end of 
frame frame →→
start of start of 
frameframe

DDkk--11DDkk--22DDkk--33→→DD11DD00SSZZZZCC6464F0F01616kk DD’’s, s, kk=0 to 62=0 to 62all idle all idle →→
start of framestart of frame

Byte Fields 1Byte Fields 1--6464
SyncSync
ByteByte

FrameFrame
DataDataTypeType
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Error Analysis (1)Error Analysis (1)
First, a word about 64b/66b:First, a word about 64b/66b:

Optical channels modeled as Binary Symmetric Optical channels modeled as Binary Symmetric 
Channels (Channels (BSCsBSCs))

Bit errors independentBit errors independent
NN+1 errors occur  +1 errors occur  alotalot less frequently than less frequently than N N errorserrors
64b/66b designed to detect 3 or fewer errors, regardless of 64b/66b designed to detect 3 or fewer errors, regardless of 

frame contentframe content

However, DSL  However, DSL  α/βα/β--interface looks nothing like thisinterface looks nothing like this
Bit errors Bit errors burstybursty, e.g., R, e.g., R--S decode errors average a little more  S decode errors average a little more  
than 9 than 9 errorederrored errorederrored bytes (for bytes (for tt=8)=8)
FourFour--bit errors are just as likely to occur in a frame as 1 bit bit errors are just as likely to occur in a frame as 1 bit 
errorserrors

∴∴error analysis done for 64b/66b on error analysis done for 64b/66b on BSCsBSCs not not 
applicable to EFMapplicable to EFM--CuCu
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Error Analysis (2)Error Analysis (2)
Robustness will depend on devising a Robustness will depend on devising a 
scheme detects most errors, rather than scheme detects most errors, rather than 
immunity to <immunity to <x x errorserrors

Fortunately, EFMFortunately, EFM--Cu is not alone in this Cu is not alone in this 
regard, regard, 

EPON FEC robustness analysis is similar, EPON FEC robustness analysis is similar, 

So EFM So EFMSo EFM So EFM--Cu group won’t be the Cu group won’t be the 
only one proposing this to ‘dotonly one proposing this to ‘dot--3.3.
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Error Analysis (3)Error Analysis (3)
Some numbers (see Backup) Some numbers (see Backup) 

Bit error ratio (at Bit error ratio (at α/βα/β--interface) interface) PPbb = 1 = 1 ×× 1010--77

Byte error ratio (at Byte error ratio (at α/βα/β--interface) interface) PPBB ≅≅ 2 2 ×× 1010--77

Byte error ratio (at RByte error ratio (at R--S decoder output)  S decoder output)  PPB’B’ ≅≅ 1 1 ×× 1010--77

RR--S decode error ratio (decoder error + decoder S decode error ratio (decoder error + decoder 
failure) failure) 
PPMM ≅≅ 2.8 2.8 ×× 1010--66

RR--S undetectable error ratio (decoder error) S undetectable error ratio (decoder error) 
PPEE << 6.2 6.2 ×× 1010--1111
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Error Analysis (4)Error Analysis (4)
Frame Error RatioFrame Error Ratio

RR--S S codewordscodewords per Ethernet Frame = 1500/239 = 6.2per Ethernet Frame = 1500/239 = 6.2

Frame Error Ratio Frame Error Ratio PPFF = 1= 1--(1(1--PPMM))6.26.2 = 1.7 = 1.7 ×× 1010--55

Undetected Undetected ErroredErrored FramesFrames
Ethernet FCS detects all but one in 2Ethernet FCS detects all but one in 23232 frame errorsframe errors

PPFPAFPA = = PPFF ×× 22--3232 = 4 = 4 ×× 1010--1515

10 10 Mbit/sMbit/s = 833 frames/s = MTTFPA = 9500 years= 833 frames/s = MTTFPA = 9500 years

∴∴Encapsulation must improve this by a factor of 10Encapsulation must improve this by a factor of 1066
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Improving RobustnessImproving Robustness
Append another CRC to the frame, before encapsulationAppend another CRC to the frame, before encapsulation

i.e., the CRC is added per frame, not per codewordi.e., the CRC is added per frame, not per codeword

Need to use a CRC that provides additional protection beyond Need to use a CRC that provides additional protection beyond 
that provided by Ethernet CRCthat provided by Ethernet CRC

Existing Ethernet CRCExisting Ethernet CRC
xx3232++xx2626++xx2323++xx2222++xx1616++xx1212++xx1111++xx1010++xx88++xx77++xx55++xx44++xx22++xx+1+1

Primitive (no factors)Primitive (no factors)

Same as 32Same as 32--bit HDLC CRCbit HDLC CRC

ddminmin = 4 for Ethernet= 4 for Ethernet--sized frames (catches all errors of 3 bits or sized frames (catches all errors of 3 bits or 
less)less)
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Additional CRCAdditional CRC
HDLC 16HDLC 16--bit CRC:bit CRC:

xx1616++xx1212++xx55+1 = (+1 = (xx+1)(+1)(xx1515++xx1414++xx1313++xx1212++xx44++xx33++xx22++xx+1)+1)

3232--bit CRC32/4 (see ref. [9]):bit CRC32/4 (see ref. [9]):
xx3232++xx2828++xx2727++xx2626++xx2525++xx2323++xx2222++xx2020++xx1919++xx1818++xx1414++xx1313++xx1111++xx1010++xx99++xx88++xx66+1 = +1 = 

(x+1)((x+1)(xx3131++xx3030++xx2929++xx2828++xx2626++xx2424++xx2323++xx2222++xx1818++xx1313++xx1010++xx88++xx55++xx44++xx33++xx22++xx+1)+1)

Both these detect all errors with odd number of bitsBoth these detect all errors with odd number of bits
Since they contain Since they contain xx+1 as a factor+1 as a factor

Neither of these have factors in common with Ethernet CRCNeither of these have factors in common with Ethernet CRC

CRC32/4 has best CRC32/4 has best dmindmin profile found by [9] for polynomials in the form profile found by [9] for polynomials in the form 
((xx+1)+1)pp(x)(x)

Propose that CRC32/4 be used as encapsulation CRCPropose that CRC32/4 be used as encapsulation CRC
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Additional CRC (2)Additional CRC (2)
The 6 dB margin:The 6 dB margin:

1010--77 DSL BER specified at 6 dB noise margin;DSL BER specified at 6 dB noise margin;

i.e., DSL typically operated so that specified BER will be i.e., DSL typically operated so that specified BER will be 
achieved, even if noise level is increased by 6 dB;achieved, even if noise level is increased by 6 dB;

Ensures performance even in case of “the unexpected”, Ensures performance even in case of “the unexpected”, 
the the unmodeledunmodeled, and transient conditions, and transient conditions

This presentation does not require any of this This presentation does not require any of this 
margin be used to achieve the computed MTTFPAmargin be used to achieve the computed MTTFPA

If operators wish to discount the margin, there are better If operators wish to discount the margin, there are better 
things to “spend” it on rather than detecting bad packetsthings to “spend” it on rather than detecting bad packets

e.g., reach, rate, etc.e.g., reach, rate, etc.
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TxTx
RxRx

Clk_tClk_t
Clk_rClk_r

Osync_tOsync_t
Osync_rOsync_r

Layering and InterfacesLayering and Interfaces
We’re defining a new TPSWe’re defining a new TPS--TC, so we define a new TC, so we define a new γγ--interfaceinterface

ITUITU--T Q4/15 said T Q4/15 said ““Go aheadGo ahead””

Since this is EthernetSince this is Ethernet--specific, this could be MIIspecific, this could be MII

DSL
PMD

Frame Buffer

Rate 
Adaptation

Framing

Encapsulation

ToTo
MACMAC

αα//ββ--interfaceinterfaceNew New γγ--interfaceinterface
(MII)(MII)

25MHz 
Osc.

TX_ER
TXD <3:0>

TX_EN
TX_CLK

COL
RXD <3:0>

RX_ER
RX_CLK

CRS
RX_DV
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What about aggregation?What about aggregation?
Aggregation Aggregation sublayersublayer is below rateis below rate--matching matching 
sublayersublayer

Aggregation would generate multiple Aggregation would generate multiple αα//ββ--
interfaces, rather than multiple interfaces, rather than multiple γγ--interfacesinterfaces

May need to define a second May need to define a second SS code for code for 
aggregationaggregation
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SummarySummary
New framing and encapsulation method that New framing and encapsulation method that 
meets all identified requirements is proposedmeets all identified requirements is proposed

This would be a new EthernetThis would be a new Ethernet--specific TPSspecific TPS--TC TC 
forwarded to ITUforwarded to ITU--TT

Optionally, Optionally, γγ--interface is simply MII as specified interface is simply MII as specified 
in current baselinesin current baselines
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BackupBackup
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Error ComputationsError Computations
PPbb specified at 10specified at 10--77

Estimate postEstimate post--RR--S decoder scrambler error multiplication at 2S decoder scrambler error multiplication at 2××; ; 
so BER at Rso BER at R--S output S output PPbb’’ = 0.5 = 0.5 ×× 1010--77

PPBB’’,, byte error ratio    byte error ratio    ⇒⇒ PPBB’’ = 10= 10--77 (see ref.[1])(see ref.[1])

PPBB’’ as a function of preas a function of pre--RR--S byte error ratio (for (255,239) code):S byte error ratio (for (255,239) code):

pp = 0.00445; see G.975 and ref. [1]= 0.00445; see G.975 and ref. [1]
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Error Computations (2)Error Computations (2)
PPMM, probability of incorrectly decoded codeword:, probability of incorrectly decoded codeword:

If “decoder failure” If “decoder failure” codewordscodewords (i.e., uncorrectable but (i.e., uncorrectable but 
detectable) are excluded:detectable) are excluded:

(see ref. [2])(see ref. [2])

(this would require change to (this would require change to αα//ββ--interface, however)interface, however)
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